We are Social Creatures


Chapter 12
Behavior in a Social Context:
“Social Psychology”
How we think, feel, behave in social settings.
How the social world/presence of others
influences us



Baumeister’s “Need to Belong”
Social Anxiety one of the most common
disorders
– Fear of exclusion from the group
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Attraction
We are more likely to be attracted to people
in close proximity to us.
– We like what is familiar.


Mere Exposure Effect

– We like people who are like us




Birds of a feather instead of opposites attract

We like attractive people.
– Will men be more likely to give help to an
attractive woman versus a lesser attractive
woman?
– Do women make judgments about a man based
on his height?
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Social Influence – we are influenced by
others

Module 15.2


 Social influence refers to the ways
people influence the beliefs, feelings, and
behaviors of others




Like conformity, obedience

 Why are we susceptible to influence? We have a
desire to meet the expectations of others and be
accepted by others.


Social facilitation
(Zajonc, 1965) –
one type of social
influence
People and animals
perform better in front
of others on simple
tasks but worse on
complex tasks
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Example: Pool players
watched privately or publicly

Ex: You complete all your assignments on time, leading
your little brother to want to do the same.
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Social Influence

Social norms



– Shared expectations about how people should
think, feel, and behave



How do you stand in an elevator?
Would you agree norms make life easier for us?

Social roles



– A set of norms for how a person in a social
position ought to behave
– A role, is the expected behavior depending on
the position.
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Stanford Prison Study
Zimbardo wanted to see if we are influenced
by an assigned social role?
Undergrads randomly assigned the role of
‘prisoner’ or ‘guard’ in the basement of a
college building at Stanford.
The prisoners had agree to be prisoners for a
2 week period, but the study had to be called
off after just 6 days because the students
have assumed their roles so thoroughly, they
were being harmed by it. The student guards
became sadistic and the student prisoners
were being traumatized.






What is an attribution?


Making attributions is our process of trying to explain
the cause of a behavior. They can be 2 types:
– Situational –the environment caused it.


Bill had a flat tire – must have been something in the road he ht.

– Dispositional – the person’s personality/character caused it.


Bill had a flat tire – he is always neglecting his car. He never gets his
car checked by expert. I’m sure the tire had been bad for some time
due to his negligence.

– 6:47
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Attributional Biase called the Fundamental
Attribution Errlr


Imagine you’re on a jury and
have to decide the fate of the
soldiers accused at Abu
Ghraib? Do people do
heinous things because
they’re heinous? Or because
they are in a bad situation?



Fundamental Attribution
Error
– We underestimate the
impact of the situation
and overestimate the role
of personal factors when
judging others.
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Jones and Harris (1967)



Subjects read essays for and against Fidel Castro, and were asked
to rate the pro-Castro attitudes of the writers. When the subjects
believed that the writers freely chose the positions they took (for or
against Castro), they naturally rated the people who spoke in favor
of Castro as having a more positive attitude towards Castro.
However, contradicting Jones and Harris' initial hypothesis, when
the subjects were told that the writer's positions were determined by
a coin toss, they still rated writers who spoke in favor of Castro as
having, on average, a more positive attitude towards Castro than
those who spoke against him. In other words, the subjects were
unable to properly see the influence of the situational constraints
placed upon the writers; they could not refrain from attributing
sincere belief to the writers.

Actor-Observer bias
– When judging ourselves
we overestimate impact of
situation – very confusing
to me
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Other Attributional Biases


Self Serving Bias
– Our successes are due to internal factors while
failures are due to external factors.



Just-world hypothesis.
– Can lead to less helping
– Can lead to blaming the rape victim
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We all Conform, but how strong are group
pressures to conform?
Asch (1951) Conformity Study

Illusory Superiority


People believe they are better than average at everything – an
example of the self serving bias???
– A survey of faculty at the University of Nebraska found
that 68% rated themselves in the top 25% for teaching
ability.
– A similar survey revealed that 87% of MBA students at
Stanford University rated their academic performance as
above the median.
– And a survey of students in Sweden and the United
States asked them to compare their driving safety to the
other people in the experiment. 88% of the US group and
77% of the Swedish sample put themselves in the top
50%.
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Conformity



% o f c o n fo rm i ty to w ro n g a n s w
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Factors that affect
conformity:
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– Group size: size of the
majority
– Presence of a
dissenter (unanimity or
not)
– Of course, the size of
the discrepancy
between the correct
answer & incorrect
majority opinion
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Persuasion Tactics
Norm of reciprocity
– When others treat us well, we should respond in
kind
Door-in-the-face
– Make a large request first, followed by a smaller
request
Foot-in-the-door
– Comply with a small request first, then get
compliance with a larger request
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Obedience
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Milgram’s Obedience Experiment

How could 900 people kill themselves & their children
on one man’s orders?
How could 39 Heaven’s Gate Cult members all kill
themselves?
Were the German people “just following orders”?
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Factors Influencing Obedience

Milgram’s Obedience Experiment



Remoteness of the victim
– More obedience when learner is “out of
sight”




Closeness and legitimacy of the
authority figure
Having other obedient teachers
 Obedience increases when someone else
does the “dirty work”
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Demographic factors are not related
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Groupthink (Janis, 1983)
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The tendency to suspend critical
judgment because of striving to seek
agreement
Most likely when the group:
– Is under high stress
– Is insulated
– Has a directive leader
– Has high cohesion

Why should we care about
groupthink?
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Failure to protect forces at
Pearl Harbor in 1941

Bay of Pigs Fiasco in 1961

US Escalation of the
Vietnam War

US Invasion of Iraq:
Groupthink?

Cognitive Dissonance Theory (Festinger, 1957)






People strive for consistency in their attitudes, and
behavior
When an attitude and a behavior are inconsistent,
people feel dissonance (tension) and are motivated
to reduce dissonance
Often you can’t change a behavior that is already
completed, and can only change the attitude.
Ex: I am a smoker but I know smoking is bad for you.
I probably would change my attitude (smoking isn’t
always bad) to match my behavior.

Cognitive Dissonance Theory
(Festinger, 1957)

 This means behaviors can change our attitudes.
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Kitty Genovese Case

Helping
Kitty Genovese case:
How to understand when we will and will not give aid to
someone in need?
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Bystander
Intervention (cont)
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Show fire/conformity video 6:40

Darley and Latane
(1968) took subjects
to a cubicle to talk
to others on the
phone.
One of the group
began having a
seizure. How long
before you’d get up
for help?
Would it depend on
how many others
you thought were
on the line?
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Show video phone study

Social Loafing


The tendency for people to exert less
effort when working in a group than
when working alone



The situation you’re in can even
improve your eyesight.

Eyesight 5:00
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